
WESSEX WATER
HOSPITALITY AND LEISURE



THE BRIEF
Wessex Water was keen to give the existing staff restaurant and seating area at its head office a new lease of life with a 

fresh modern look that would encourage use of the space throughout the day. 

Hambury Hird Design was commissioned to give the communal space a more friendly, welcoming atmosphere with 

multi-purpose facilities where staff would be happy to spend their break time and use for working quietly and informal 

meetings with colleagues and visitors.

Sector: Hospitality and Leisure 

Client: Wessex Water 

Designer: Hambury Hird Design Ltd 

Flooring Contractor: Bath Contract Flooring  

Area: 415m2 



THE CONCEPT
By introducing a variety of furniture and flooring solutions to create different zones, 

Hambury Hird Design has created an emotionally engaging space where employees 

can concentrate, collaborate, relax and socialise. 

The renovated cafeteria provides a convenient mix of touch down workspaces,  

casual meeting areas and private work booths in addition to regular dining tables  

and soft seating. A bespoke flooring design clearly delineates the catering area  

and is complemented by a gentle wood herringbone design across the remainder of 

the space.

Rachel Hird, director at Hambury Hird Design Ltd explained: “Wessex Water is a 

very ethically conscious company. Whilst wanting to achieve a stylish look and feel 

they were also very keen to re-use and upcycle some of their existing furniture and 

equipment. So we had to think carefully how we could create a cohesive environment 

where the old and new would sit comfortably together.”

Products used: 
Below from left to right 
Knight Tile | Lime Washed Oak KP99 

Art Select | Melbourne LM05 

Art Select | Canberra LM06 
Art Select | Washburn LM07 

Art Select | Fiore LM16 

Da Vinci | Spirito Limestone LST04

Top and above 

Knight Tile | Lime Washed Oak KP99



THE LOOK
A palette of warm earthy tones around a core of white 

and grey has been used to create a relaxing vibe and 

maximise the impact of the natural light that floods 

through expansive floor to ceiling windows.

Making the most of the flexibility that Karndean flooring 

offers, a bespoke geometric pattern based on Hexa 

and Pennon tiles from the Kaleidoscope collection was 

created for the food and drink serving area. Utilising five 

stone designs from the Art Select range, this one-off 

hand-cut floor creates a sense of depth and interest as 

well as clearly defining the key activity zone.  

The remainder of the cafeteria has been fitted with a 

contemporary oak design from the Knight Tile range. 

With an eye on the budget, standard full length planks 

were chosen and laid in a herringbone pattern, echoing 

the geometric tiles of the serving counter. A border 

of straight lay planks serves to visually highlight the 

transition between the serving and seating areas and 

helps the flooring flow from the geometric pattern to the 

different angles of the herringbone floor.

Rachel concluded: “The two flooring designs 

complement each other and break up the different 

zones perfectly. What was once a dated and uninspiring 

cafeteria is now a bright and comfortable space that’s a 

hub of activity throughout the day.”

Above and top right 
Knight Tile | Lime Washed Oak KP99 
Bespoke design in Kaleidoscope Pennon/Hexa 

with Art Select | Melbourne LM05,  

Canberra LM06, Washburn LM07,  

Fiore LM16, Spirito Limestone LST04

Bottom right 
Knight Tile | Lime Washed Oak KP99

Right 
Knight Tile | Lime Washed Oak KP99 
Bespoke design in Kaleidoscope Pennon/Hexa 

with Art Select | Melbourne LM05,  

Canberra LM06, Washburn LM07,  

Fiore LM16, Spirito Limestone LST04



Standard Art Select Result Da Vinci Result Knight Tile Result

Size EN ISO 24342
457.2 mm x 609.6 mm
406.4 mm x 406.4 mm

406.4 mm x 406.4 mm 914.4 mm x 152.4 mm

Thickness EN ISO 24346 3.0 mm 3.0 mm 2.0 mm

Wear layer EN ISO 24340 0.7 mm 0.7 mm 0.3 mm

Guarantee Light industrial
Commercial
Residential

20 years*
20 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

20 years*
20 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

N/A
10 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

Bevelled edge Standard Standard Standard

* Subject to terms. Please speak to your Commercial Specification Manager for more information.

** Sizes based on standard plank size. Products specified have been cut to a bespoke size.
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Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/AS/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/34/43
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

20

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/Mon/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/34/43
Manufactured to ISO 10582

To view the full technical specification for each of our product ranges visit our website: 

karndean.com/commercialtechdata

PRODUCTS SPECIFIED

Front cover 

Knight Tile | Lime Washed Oak KP99

We have a variety of tools available to help you achieve 

the look you desire for your project:

FEELING INSPIRED

Commercial Floorstyle 

Check out our interactive room viewer, 

Floorstyle. Play around with different 

floor designs, laying patterns and design 

features using either our examples of typical 

commercial settings or upload a photo of a 

project you’re currently working on to choose 

a floor to suit.

karndean.com/commercialfloorstyle

CGI 
We invite you on a journey. An exploration. 

A chance to experience our products in an 

unparalleled way. Whether specifying for 

work, life or play, this immersive CGI tool puts 

you at the centre of a 360-degree virtual 

environment. Helping you visualise flooring in 

a real-world setting.

karndean.com/interactivejourney

Commercial brochure 
Showcasing photography spanning all sectors, 

our commercial brochure is a comprehensive 

guide to all of the products we offer.

karndean.com/commercialbrochure

51Design is an endless journey   |

Keep up to date
Follow, Like and Subscribe

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)
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Karndean Designflooring - Commercial
Call: 0044 (0)1386 820104 

Email: commercial@karndean.co.uk

For ROI call: 01 6569887

karndeancommercial.com


